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Alice Feiring on Natural Wine 

As stated on her website, Alice Feiring is “hunting the Leon Trotskys, the Philip Roths, the Chaucers and the Edith 

Whartons of the wine world. I want them natural and most of all, I want them to speak the truth even if we argue. With 

this messiah thing going on, I’m trying to swell the ranks of those who crave the differences in each vintage, celebrate 

nuance and desire wines that make them think, laugh, and feel welcome.” She is the author of The Battle for Wine 

and Love, or How I Saved The World From Parkerization (Harcourt) and Naked Wine, Letting Grapes do What 

Comes Naturally (Perseus Books). Here’s what she has to say: 

JSZ: What does the designation ‘natural wine’ mean (to you)? 

AF: Starting with organic viticulture and then made with the philosophy of nothing added or taken away. 

JSZ: When and where did this movement, if it can be called that, get started? 

AF: It started in the Beaujolais, in Villié-Morgon in the late 70s when Marcel Lapierre hooked up with Jules Chauvet 

and Jacques Néauport. The wine was loved, others followed. A friend told a friend. There you go. 

JSZ: Why have you become such a fervent supporter of natural wines? 

AF: It just sort of happened, because it is certainly not a position I applied for. I started 

writing about wines that I loved. In the year 2000 I stumbled into a more rarified world, 

where I found a gathering of real wines, made by real people, I drank, I wrote, and then one 

day, I’d been writing about it longer than just about anyone. My first book barely had the 

word natural in it. To me the wines were just great wines. 

JSZ: Do government agencies (like our LCBO) have a responsibility to set 

parameters for acceptable commercial wines? Or should the market decide what’s 

acceptable? 

AF: Would be great if they’d set some parameters. I’d like to see an ingredient list that recognized grape concentrate, 

enzymes, tannins, and oak dust as ingredients and additives. It would be great to have to add if alcohol was 

removed. Lowering sulfur would be great, too. But I don’t believe there should be panels deciding if a wine is ‘correct’ 

enough to have the appellation. Tastes shouldn’t be standardized. 

http://www.alicefeiring.com/
http://www.alicefeiring.com/


JSZ: Is the general definition of ‘good wine’ becoming too restricted, marginalizing other styles that fall 

outside this definition? 

AF: See above. The wonderful thing about the blossoming of natural wine is that there is plenty of variety, with many 

different shapes, weights, colors and tastes. 

JSZ: Is natural wine making possible on a large commercial scale, or will it forever be the province of small 

artisanal producers? 

AF: Real Natural is the provenance of small. It’s difficult to pull off at lets say 100,000 bottles, which, by the way, is 

huge for someone who really works naturally. But it is certainly possible to do good honest work at a huge level, look 

at Chateau Musar or Lopez de Heredia. And it’s not impossible. What must be sacrificed is this notion that wine must 

taste a certain way and be standardized. 

Soon to arrive, however, is industrial natural. Wineries will just focus on getting rid of sulfur but replacing it with 

something else. As Josko Gravner said, “To make natural wine, you have to be natural yourself.” 

JSZ: Do you expect natural wine to gain in popularity? Has it already? Or will it remain an ultra-niche market 

segment? 

AF: It’s way out of niche now. There’s not enough of the good stuff to go around. This is the little engine that could, 

but a little like me, it had no idea it was an engine. The people working this way just wanted to make a living, work 

honestly and make great wine. How can something authentic like that be a fad? 

JSZ: Are there any health risks associated with natural wines, as some claim for food products like raw milk 

cheese? 

AF: It has alcohol and sometimes so delicious it’s hard to stop drinking. 

JSZ: How can more naturally made wines be identified on a shelf or restaurant list? 

AF: For this we rely on the wisdom of the shop or barkeep. Here in the states a good clue is the importer as several 

of them focus on these kinds of wines. I’m sure Canada has a similar situation. A biodynamic or organic wine 

certification is close, but still no guarantee. The best hope is to go to places with great wine lists and to shops that 

know their stuff so you can be guided to the wines you like. 

JSZ: What aspects of natural wine do you intend to discuss at the Terroir symposium and what is the 

message that you hope everyone will take home? 

AF: Where it came from, where it is and where it’s going. Why definition in this instance is identify and destroy. And 

most importantly, I hope people leave understanding that there should be no double standard with food and wine, 



they both offer the most satisfaction when as pure as possible, grown and handled with care, delivered to the plate 

with honesty and love. 

You can read more from Alice on her website The Feiring Line, or better yet, meet her in person on April 23rd at the 

Arcadian Court in Toronto during the 4th annual Terrior Symposium. 
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